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v  MaizeGDB was launched in 2004 to integrate maize 
genetic, marker, genomic, and germplasm data 

v  Upgraded in 2015 to meet the needs of  the genomics 
era 

v  Currently hosts genomes of  nine distinct maize lines, 
and we expect to receive no less than thirty more in 
the next few years 

For more information visit Poster P0840 



Ensuring that all these genomes are standardized in quality and have  
complete metadata is a necessity and a challenge 

MaizeGDB facilitates this by requiring all our genomes to be  
submitted to GenBank 



1. Genomes submitted to GenBank are 
required to have a minimum amount of  
metadata submitted 
 
2. Genomes submitted to GenBank are 
checked for  

 à correct file formatting  
 à contamination from mitochondria, 

primers, adaptors, or bacteria. 

Why submit to GenBank first?  



Submission to GenBank ensures that all genomes 
in MaizeGDB: 

Ø  meet a minimum quality standard 
Ø  have a minimum amount of  metadata 

reported 
Ø  are similarly formatted 

Why submit to GenBank first?  



Three stages in submitting an 
assembled genome to GenBank: 

1.   Submit a BioSample: descriptive information 
about the physical biological specimen from 
which your experimental data are derived (tissues, 
species, etc) 

2.   Submit a BioProject: a collection of  biological 
data related to a single initiative originating from 
a single organization or from a consortium; 
provides users a single place to find links to the 
diverse data generated for that project 

3.   Submit your genome! 



BioSample 

https://submit.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/subs/biosample/  



BioProject 

https://submit.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/subs/bioproject/  



Only two files needed to submit a 
genome 

1.   FASTA file of the scaffolds that make up the pseudomolecule 
assembly 

2.   AGP (A Golden Path) file: a file that orients how the scaffolds 
are to be assembled into pseudomolecules; often generated by 
pseudomolecule assembly software 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/agp/
AGP_Specification/  

Optional: FASTA file of unplaced scaffolds (AGP file optional for 
these)à if  you do submit these, they cannot be lumped into one giant 
pseudo-pseudomolecule but must remain unplaced 

v  Note: whole pseudomolecule fasta files (chromosomes) can be 
submitted, but you will not be able to update your genome in 
GenBank  



Before submitting your genome files: 

Check if your AGP file is correct: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/agp/AGP_Validation/ 

AGP validation standalone program: 

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/toolbox/ncbi_tools/converters/by_program/
agp_validate/  

1.    Make sure scaffold names in FASTA file match scaffold names 
in AGP 

2.    Make sure all scaffolds in the AGP file are also in the FASTA 
file, and vice versa (1:1) 

v  If  your fasta or AGP files are not correctly formatted, NCBI will  
not let you finish your submission until you re-format them. 



Before submitting your genome files: 

It is helpful to screen for vector contamination before 
submission: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/vecscreen/  

Useful links to formatting guidelines: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/agp/
AGP_Specification/  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/genbank/
genome_validation  



GenBank Genome Submission Portal 

First stage: enter your 
submitter information  

https://submit.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/subs/genome/  

(it helps to have all this info 
ready to go before submission) 



Second stage: General info 
(metadata, BioSample/Project IDs) 



Note: Aspera does not work in Firefox! 

Tip: validate your AGP file pre-submission: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/agp/AGP_Validation/ 
 

Third stage: file submission 
Note: files must be formatted correctly! 

If  your fasta or AGP files are not correctly formatted,  
NCBI will not let you continue to the next step until  
you re-format them 



Fourth stage: assembly gap information 



Fifth stage: chromosome assignment 



Last stage:  
references 



After you submit 
Contamination: 

You might receive a report from NCBI that your fasta 
sequences contain contamination from mitochondria*, primers, 
adaptors, or bacteria. 

àYou can either mask or trim these contaminants, then 
resubmit. Trimmed scaffolds will need a new AGP file. 

àIf  you mask, NCBI will not accept terminal Ns on scaffolds; 
therefore, terminal contaminants will still need to be trimmed, 
and a new AGP file generated.  

àTerminal N’s can also generate the errors 
SEQ_INST.TerminalGap or SEQ_INST.HighNContentPercent 

 



*Mitochondrial contamination 
Mitochondrial sequence is normally part of  many eukaryotic nuclear genomes 
and may not be considered contamination in your genome. If  so, it should not 
be trimmed or masked, since that sequence is considered part of  the actual, 
biological maize genome; instead, the submitter should deem them “NUMT” in 
an email to genomes@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, and keep them in situ.  

Below are references that discuss how Mt sequence is found throughout nuclear 
genomes: 

maize: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4632043/ 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-540-74250-0_9  

insects:  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20608164 

general article: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4204883/  



Coming soon: CyVerse NCBI WGS 
Submission Portal 

https://de.cyverse.org/de/  



This talk and other helpful 
documents can be downloaded from  

https://download.maizegdb.org/Outreach/GenBank_protocols/  


